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PAPERS FROM THE SOCIETY
FOR THE

Diffusion of Political l{Mwledge.
S. F, B. MORSE, Prest,

C, MASON, Cor, Sec., 13 P~k Row.

"LET, US REA.SON TOGETHER."
BY HON. GEORGE •

COMSTOCK,

OF V R AOUlilEI,

•

Late Jus!,ice of the Court of L:1ppeals.
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T HE WRITER of the foll~wing pages will
What, tlrnn, is our situation 1 By what
only venture to sl y of himself that he bring;i procesi;es have we reachrd it 1 and to what
to the subjecti! of discw;sion a mind some- r<-sults are we tending 1 Let us r<'a~ou towhat accustomed to the examination of gether on these momentous 1mbjects. It
questions of constitutional and public law, certainly ought not to be assumed that a
and an anxious wish to be right in thll majority of the people of this country do
views which he presents. 'l'o him it is a ~ t pr~fer to stand by 11, Constitution and
source of u11~pcakablc amazement, that the ~ ovcrnment under which they have been
simplest and most obvious principles un- llr~perous and happy bryond any example
derlying the fabric 'of society and govern- E orded in Metory.· Yet it is true--alas !
ment, in this country, have become so ~ too true-that at the present moment thie
settled in the public mind as to be in d!tnge• Oonstitution,and the beneficent Government
of absolute overthrow. H e will eudeavor which springt1 from it, are pa:a:~ing away in
to reassert some of those prineiplc.s with..~ the roar and whirlwind of revolution. The
the simplicity and plainness of argument at danger is extreme that we shall lose both
his commaudaand to show how fearfully the principles and forms of our institutions,
and fatally ife ai·e departing from them. and that society itself will receive incalcuIf he feels obliged to speak with the utmost !able injury, while we arc engaged in a
freedom of political parties and their actio., great and passionate stniggle of arms-a
· this must be pardoned, because it is a ne- struggle not merely to preserve the territooessity of the occasion. 'rhe awful crisis rial unity of the republic, but to extend
in which we stand compels a choice hf-tween over it a government not derived from a
the great parties which divide tl1e suffrages written constitution, and unknown to any
of the people, and that choice roust be so- law which has the sanction of civilized men.
-perly and intelligently made. In times of It may not yet be too late to arrest the
smooth and peaceful administration the as- downward course of events, by calm apcendancy of this or that political party does peals to the intelligence, the reason, and
not involve the safety of the government 01· 'the conscience of the people.
people; but now, in the hour of supreme
Ou!\ of the delusions of the hour is, that
peril, when the differences between those the Union must be maintained at the ex•
who have the conduct of national affairs pense of the Constitution, and even after
and their opponents ar~, so broad and so the Constitution is overthrown. This is a
fundamental that whichever party is right sentiment which demands unity of territory
the other i'I fatally wrong, there is no and people without a COT1stitution I Such
longer & middle gt'.OUnd, upon which the is, the Union of bleeding and prostrate Poman of hesitation·
doubt can permit land with despotic Russia, and such is the
himself to linger or stand. ·
Union which it is now proposed shall be
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forced by the power of arms upon millions is a perfectly simple and intelligible eon•
of unwilling people. The sentiment may ception, because the whole mass of
be paraphrased thus: P erish the Unjon sovereignty is possessed and wielded by !
under the Constitution ; perish the Oonsti- a single government. In those magnifitution itself, which made the Union and is cent empires there are no republics with
the Union; pe1·ish the independence and the attributes of States, possessing politisovereignty of the States; porillh the States ca.I and sovereign power But such is
themselves, with their constitutions and not the unity of tlfo .American people and
laws; perish all things else, so that the States. We have a Union or central govNational unity be maiI,l,tained. .A. fitting ernment, and we have local and State
adjunct to this novel thl'ory of our nation- governments. One of these conclusions
ality is the dogma that in the different parts must, therefore, be the basis of all govof our empire therl must b~ uniformity of ernment in this country : either-I. The
social systems and institutions; and to Union must ha\re all power and the States
compel this very' uniformity has now be- must perish ; or- 2. 'l'he States must have
come the primary object of the terrible all power and the Union must perish ;
struggle wh\ch is desolating the countrt or-3. The powers of sovereignty must be ·
This precise statement of fact admits of no divided by an inflexible organic law, as•
candid denial, because the Nati~nal .A.elm.in- signiig to each its due proportion, and
istration to-day stands pledged before the erecfflig an impassable barrier against
world, by the repeated and solemn procla- invasion or transgression by either. That
mations of its chief, to accept no peace--no organic law is the Constitution. Under
submission from the rebellious States- it the Union and 'the States both exist,
without the immediate suITender and de- OJ1d may exist forever. Bujthe very idea
struction of the institution of slavery
of National Union, without the ConstituBut a National Union outside of the writ- tion as its basis ai1d life, is absurd and
ten compact -of the Constitution ! who can !mpossible.. Infinitely more _than this, it
define such a. form of government 1 Who 1s a re~-oluti_ona.I.Y and chaotic idea, en•
can say what are the limitations of its gendering d~scor'a and strife, and sapping
power, and what the rights of the people, t~e foundat10~s of government and soand of the States subject t~ its dominion 1 ~iety. The direct consequence of this
H the Union has outgrown and can outlive .va.&'ue a_nd sh~dowy conceptio:n of a
the Constitution, what shall we call it 1 w,on Wlth attributes and funot1ons not
What are its characteristics 1 D o the diived fr?m a w1:itten con_stitution, has
States remain, or are they to be extin- been ~o mm~le so~1al the~r~es and mo_ral
guished and blotted out 1 1£ they remain qu~st10ns with n3:t1onal politics, producrng
are they to be provinces, merely, of a cen- ha!f~d and strife between the_ gr_ea.t
tral authority, or will the people who in- ~ect10ns_ o_f the cou:ntry, and culmmatmg
ha.bit them retain the power of s'9lf govern- m the c1v1l war wh1ch now ~ sola.tes the
ment, through local laws and local admin- whole land,
istrations 1 What and where is to be the
Qur safety then mu.st be found in a
dividing line between the sovereignty which fai?nful adbe rence to the Constitution,
the people exercise, through their State Le- because we thereby p1·eserve from annigislatures, Governors and Judiciary, and ~lation or disturbance the j ust sovethe sovereignty and power of a National reignty of the States, and t]!e local laws
Union, which of necessity is to exist 'lvith- and institutions which have immediate
out restraint, when we have rejected the relation to the happiness and wants of
restraints of the Constit¥tion 1 Will there every individual. Our highest duty lies in
be any such dividing line 1 Most assuredly the same direction. The Federal Governthere cannot be, because the partition of ment bas no more right to invade one
powers cannot exist at all, any more than section of the Union for a purpose out,.
a partition of 111,nd or territory can exist side of the Constitution, no more right to
without some deed, compact or constitution, propagate by force of arms in one State
in which the boundary is defined. Oon:fl.ict the theories, sentiments and opinions of
and chaos, therefore, are the necessary con- other States, than it bas to invade the
ditions of such a Union, until the States Kingdom of Brazil to abolish slavery, or
yield their attributes and become mere de- the Turkish Empire to abolish poligamy.
_partments of a consolidated empire.
And _if such is become ihe fixed and deIn Fr11>nce alld iu Ru.ssia national unity terIIllned character of the war, as now
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waged by the National Government, we
are enacting a s-tupendous crime, unsmpassed in atrocity by any recorded in the
history of nations. The laws of the
civilized world denounce such a crime,
and it is equally condemned by the dietates of unchangeable and eternal justice.
It is an elementary and fundamental
truth of our political system, that the
Constitution and the Union are essentially
the same. If a difference of phraseology
dan be employed in describing them, itis
'this : the Constitution is the compact or
instrument from which the Union sprung,
and Union is the condition of the States
and of the people under the Constitution.
So from the marriage.. contract spri~s
the relation or condition of matrimony :
and it is quite as intelligible to speak of
the relation of husband a11d wife, without
any agreement of the parties, as to speak
of the Union of the States without the
written Constitution which brought them
together. It is true, that men and women
may find their affinities, but the American St.ates do no't live together by affinity.
They are united only by the legal bond of
the Constitution.
Aud what is this Constitution in its
grand and fundamental characteristics?
After nearly eighty years of National existence under it, this is a question which
springs suddenly into a living and vital
significance. So smooth and peaceful
have been the events of our history-so
few and so light have been the shocks
felt by the pdlitical and social fabricthat we forget how we became, and why
we are a Nation. We have looked a,t
the grandeur of results, and minds which
do not or cannot discriminate have contemplated our nationality and our .Union
as they do the nationality and unity of
other empires or republics of the past or
present. We seem to have outlived the
Constitution, and to have grown into a
national unity resting on ideas, habits
and emotions ; and from this illusion
have sprung theories and convictions
fatally;hostile to the Union established
by the Constitution and to the peace of
the country. The suppositious sins and
errors oflocal communities have troubled
the consciences of otheT communities as
sins and errors of the whole nation. The
opinions and sentiments of the North
opposed to those of the South, aroused
angry and dangerous discussion. Arobi-

tious- statesmen seized upon the subject
of strife, and converted it into a political
issue. A thousand pens and ten thousand tongues united in the chorus of invective and denunciation ; and the in~asion prompted by the blinded patriotism
and burning conscience of J ohn Brown,
became the true and appropriate illustration of the ideal Vld emotional Union
which seemed to have taken the place of
the legal and constitutio~al Union establisbed by our fathers.
Standing, as we do, in the presence of
a great revolution which is rocking society to its base, we look around us for
so~ safe standard of political duty and
conduct, for some prop to steady and
support the tottering fabric ; and where
shall we find it but in the Constitution ?
If we appeal to those moral and so_c ial
impressions which prevail in one State or
class of States, we are met by directly
opposite convictions .in other States and
communities, and we thus invoke the very
issu~ involved in the terrible struggle
which has caused a shudder in every
truly Christian and benevolent heart
throughout the civilized world. In dem~nding uniformity of institutions, habits
and thoughts, we demand no less than a
surrender by those who differ from us of
heir own institutions, habits and modes
of thought ; and when we seek to enforco
this demand by the power of arms, we
appeal to the spirit of intolerance and
conquest which in all ages has been so
fatal to the peace of the world. Holland
and the :Netherlands were once dependencies !)f the Spanish monarchy, but they
rejected the Roman Catholic religion with
its adjuncts of the Inquisition and torture.
An intolerant monarch, fanatically devoted to his religion, invaded those pro•
vinces, and ravaged them with fire and
sword to "preserve the life of his nation,"
to maintain the unity of his empire, and
to enforce uniformity of religious faith
and observance. From the Spanish point
of view, Protestantism was the cause of
a war which, after a struggle .of eighty
years' duration-marked byevery circumstance of atrocity and horror- resulted
in separation and disunion ; and Protestantism must, therefore, be abolished. In
a sense altogether and exactly similar,
slavery in the Southern States is the
cause of the war, shocking to the humanity and civilization of the age, which now
rages between the sections of this coun-
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try. Philip II ~as a fanatic, a propa• ring the revolutionary struggle, they styled
gandist, and consequently a tyrant. He themselves "The United States of .Amemerited and has received the execrations rica," but declared thus : "Each State reof mankind. Let the casuist-let the min- tains its sovereignty, freedom and indepenisters of religion answer bow much bet- deuce, and every power, jurisdiction and
t~r we shall stand before the 'fhrone of right which is not by this Oonfeder!l,tion
Eternal Justice, if, overleaping constitu- expressly delegated to the United States, in
tiona,l barriers in punmit of c,ur own the- Congress assembled." Those ru:ticles then
ories of national unity a,nd social organi- set forth the terms of "a firm league of
zation, we carry fire aid sword and deso- friendship between the States, for their
lation into sister communities, having common defence, the security of their liberequal dignity and rights with us. 'l'be ties, and their mutual and general welfare."
wail of anguish from the whole land, Less than ten years later they were superthe shrieks of the wounded and dying, seded by the CONSTITUTION OF THE
the smoke of burning cities and towns, UNITED STATES, which, like the Conhave ascended to heavi:in, and as certain- federation, was a compact between the same
ly as there is a Judge of all the Earth, SO States, separately accepted and ratified by
certain1y must all men answer for the each; a compact which delegated certain ·
part they take in this terrible drama.
named powers and functions to the United
If the revolution which is shaking the States, but reserved a.Il other powers, in the
pillars of society cannot be arrested, it is following exact and comprehensive Ianbecause it has proceeded too far for the guage : " The powers not delegate.d ii> the
utterance, the comprehension, and the Unued Stai,es by the Oonstitutwn, nor proacceptance of the plaiuest and simp1est hwited byit to the States, are reserved to the
constitutional truths. But let us never des- States re~pectively, or to the people." The
pair while there is ground for hope. W e grand distinction between the Confederation
say, then, it is a fundamental truth, to be and the Constitution was, that the former
accepted or rejected by men, as they wish established no government to execute the
to save or destroy the political institutioqe specified powers which were granted, while
of their country, that under the Gonstitutwn the latter did establish one in the three de_of the United States there is no shadow-of partments-Legislative, Judicial, and E:x:eright, in peace or war, by its laws or its «.utive. The Confed.eration was more a
mihtary power, to spread or to propagate. treaty than a government. The Oonstituthe opinions or sentiments of any class or tion is more a government than a treaty.
section, upon social and moral questions. If we have to-day any rightful National
Let this great truth sink into the minds of Government it is this Constitution. No
the people ; let it be can-ied at once into other has ever been ordained. I t is not a
their political action, and, while on the one GoVel'Jlll!.ent of ideas, emotipns, or tradihand it leaves ,all the material power of the tions. Its powers are derivative, and they
nation free to be exercised in the enforce- are defined by a written instrument. They
ment of law, on the other it puts aside a'l'e ample for the national purposes intendissues and pul'poses which are revolutionary ed, and they are, according to Northern
and aggressive, and which impart to the opinion, incapable of revocation by the
pending contest its bitterness of sentiment States which granted them.
and a. despairing energy of resistance.
There are many good and intelligent
How then did we becomo a nation, and people, who will be astonished to know
what is our mode of national existence 1 the smallness, not in dignity and imporThe colonies were separate appendages of tance, but in number and specification, of
the crown of Great Britain. 13y their de- the powers of sovereignty which the
claration of independence they announced States, by their const itutions, granted to
themt,elves to the world as "Free and in- t he Union. In these enumerated po:yvers,
dependent States, with full powerto levy legislative and executive, and in a judiwar, conclude peace, contract alliances, es- ciary department to interpret the Constitap1ish commerce, and to do all other acts tution, treaties and the laws of Congress,
and thin15s which independent States may is comprehended the whole sovereignty
of right do." 13y the Treaty {)f Peace with of the Union, while all the other attriGrtrftt_Britii,in they were acknowledged to butes of sovereign and independent com;{fr.ee and independent States." By. munities are reserved to the States, The
~ i ~fles of Contedera.tion, adopted du• Government of the Union is certainly of
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great dignity and importance. It regu- their sovereignty in the most-unmistaka•
lates commercial and diplomatic inter- ble language. The Constitution of Mascourse with other nations. It holds in sachusetts declares as follows:- " 'fhe
its hands the destinies of peace and war. People of this Commonwealth have the
It coins the currency of the country. It sole and exclusive right of governing
establishes postal communjcations, and it themselves as a free and independent
has certain other relations to the general State." And again: "The People inhabhappiness and welfare. But with all its iting the territory of Massachusetts Bay
dignity and power it cannot pass a law do hereby solemnly and mutually agree
for the observance of the Sabbath; it with each other to form themselves into a
cannot enact a single regulation of inter- sovereign and inclependent body politic
nal tra-de ; it cannot prescribe the requi- or State, by the name of the Common•
sites of a deed or will; it cannot regulate wealth of Massachusetts." The organic
the protest of a note; it has nothing to law of New Hampshire is cast in the
do with the maniage relation, with pa- same language. The Constitution of
rental or filial duties ; it cannot punish Maine declares that, " We, the people of
adultery, polygamy, or petit larcenv; it Maine, do agree to form ourselves into a.
cannot suppress immorality of any·des- free and independent State, by the name
cript~on ; it bas no general jurisdiction and style of the State of Maine.11 In the
over crime or the civil rights of the citi- first Constitution of New York ~t is orzens of the States ; it cannot dissolve the dained and declared " that no authority
indenture of an apprentice, and it cannot shall, on any pretence whatever, be exerMAKE OR ElU.NCIPATE A SLAVE. Of course we cised over the people or members of this
are speaking only of powers to be exer- State, but such as shall be derived from
and granted by th.e m." Similar declaracised within the States.
There are few minds which consider, tions of sovereignty may be found in the
and none which can grasp the infinite fundamental ordinances of all the States.
number and variety of the relations which, In Louisiana, where the President is now
in a civilized and commercial country, engaged in regulating the elective :franexist between political sovereignty or chise, and io establishing a government
government on t he one hand and the citi- to be based on military force and the conzen on the other. They are indeed with- sent of one tenth af the people, the State
out number, and wholly incapable of spe- Constitution declares:.-" We, the people
cification; and we arrive at some j ust of Louisiana, do form ourselves in to a free
conception of our polit ical duties and and independent State;" and further, "no
situation when we reflect that in all these power of suspending the laws of this
relations, except the few enumerated and State shall be exercised unless by the
specified in the constitutional grant of Legislature or its authority." The Prespower to the Nati0nal .Union, it is State ident has not merely suspended but ansovereignty and State law which impose nulled those laws, and proposes to force
their restraints upon us and throw around upon nine tenths of the people, whether
us their protection. All government is loyal or disloyal, another constitution and
organized human soc\ety, and the range different laws I
There is a further and most conclusive
of subjects over which it extends its vis,ble and invisible influence is therefore illustration of this subject. Nothing so
boundless and infinite. If, then, we take distinctly marks political sovereignty as
the number one thousand to represent the right of succession to the land or
conventionally the total mass of political soil of a country, when there is no indisovereignty, we cannot heE>itate to affirm vidual owner- in other words, when the
that nine hundred and ninety-nine parts private owner dies without a will and
belong to the government of each State, without heirs entitled to the inheritance.
while only one is held by the common It is a fundamental principle of the Conagent of all the States, the Government stitution of Great Bl'itain that the Crown
is the original proprietor of. all- lands
of the Union.
Not merely the Declaration of Inde- within the realm, that all priv.ate titles
pendence, the Articles of Confederation, are derived from the Crown, and that the
and the Constitution of the United States, King succeeds by escheat when the title
but the fundamental laws and constitu- becomes vacant by intestacy and the
tions of the States themselves, announce want of heirs. When the American Re-
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volution separated the colonies from that
Empire, each colony succeeded as a State
to th.is prerogative of the Crown. The
State governments, as political sovereign·
ties, became the orig·inal and ultimate
proprietors of all lands within their bouudaries, and no other power on earth exercised the slightest dominion over their
soil. This principle of sovereignty, which
prevails incontestably in every State in
the Union, is expressed with entire accuracy in an origina1 statute of New York :
"The people of this State, in their right
of sovereignty, are deemed to possess
the original and ultimate property in and
to all lands within the jurisdiction of the
State ; and all lands the title to which
shall fail from a defect of heirs, shall revert 011 eschea.t to the people." And
again says another statute : " Th_e sovereignty and ,jurisdictio11 of- this State extend to all places within the boundaries
thereof, but the extent of such jurisdic,tion over places that have been or may
be ceded to the United States, shall be
qualified by the terms of such cession."
Probably, in all the States, locations have
been granted or ceded to the Union for
forts, arsenals, hospitals, military or
naval schools, etc., and ill those localities
the Union exercises such a. degree of
political sovereignty as the States have
thought proper to yield, and no other.
Now it would seem to be a doctrine to
be accepted by every perso11 of common
intelligence, that the sovereignty of a
country is that authority, whether wielded by king or people, under and from
which the land within its boundaries is
_held by subjects or citizens, and to which
the land returns when private ownership ceases. The principle has been
received for ages, and if we try the
question by this standard, there can
be no hesitation in affirming that in
this country original and prima1•y sovereignty belongs to the States, as organized political societies.
This sovereignty, as we have seen,
comprehends the innumerable mass of
political powers which are wielded to
meet the ever varying and extending
wants and wishes of human society. It
nevertheless lacks something of completeness and perfection, beC'ause each
State; on entering into the Union, agreed
by the compact of the Constitution to
surrender certain particular powers, exceedingly few in number, although con-

ceded to be of great importance to the
general welfa1·e and defence. The powJ
ers surrendered, as we have also seen,
are enumerated with great precision of
language, while all others arc reserved.
Our political system is, therefore, a
compound ,. one, because with us sovereignty, in its complete and perfect sense,
is compounded by that which belongs to
the Union and that which belongs to
the States. If to the latter we add the
limited and special powers granted to the
Union, the result is government in the
fullness of all its attributes. A.s the
powers of government are thus wielded
by two agencies, with a line of distinction or separation between them which
is marked by the Constitution, so the allegiance of the citize11 must correspond
exactly with that division. To the Federal
Government he owes allegiance in respect
to the powers which the States ill the
Constitution have granted to it, and he
owes to it no other allegiance, deference
or duty. To the State of which he is a
citizen, and whose laws protect him in
the great mass of his interests and social
relations, he owes all other allegiance.
Allegiance to the Federal Government is
special, because its powers and functions
are special. Allegiance to the State is
general, because its powers and sovereignty are general, and exist without
enumeration or specification, .or grant
from any other power.
Now, those ~ho advocate the doctrine
of secession as a Constitutional right,
simply maintain that as the government
of the Union is incontestably a grant of
Mrtain powers by the States, so the
States can revoke the grant, and thus
dissolve the allegiance of the citizep. to
that government. This pretension is met
by the antagonistic proposition that the
grant is inevocable and perpetual. So
we think-so we maintain. And this is
the true question between the Union and
the rebellious States. It can only be in
a mind and conscience darkened by error
or passion that the soldiers and bayonets
of the Federal Government have any
other mission upon the soil of those States
than to enforce the powers granted· to .
the Union by the Constitution. It is a
mission of force whenever resistance
el..-ists. When resistance ceases thl'l mis•
sion is accomplished; the Union remains,
the States remain ; and government, no
Ionser obstructed . ill its functions, re•
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sumes its peaceful sway. This is the
doctrine of all true and enlightened loyalists, of all men who ·have a sin<Jcre
and intelligent wish for peace, with the
restoration of order and law; of all
men who have a rationa:l hope of saving
from the fathomless gulf of anarchy the
political and social institutions of this
country. Whoever has purposes of a
different charactnr, whoever invokes the
terrible agencies of war and desolation
for the dissemination of his own theories
and wishes, upon social and moral questions, is a propagandist and revolutionist, whether he be the busy Politician of a
Ward, a Preacher of the Gospel, a Senator
in Congress, or the President of the
United States.
Rejecting, as we do, the heresy of secession, the States cannot absolve the
citizen from the obedience which he owes
to the constitutional powers of the Union.
But as he owes to the State all other
obedience, it is a conclusion of common
sense and public law equally plain, that
there is no power in any branch of the
Federal Government which can dissolve
the allegiance due from the citizen to
the State. This divided yet harmonious
allegiance, resulting from the partition of
powers between two sovereignties, is the
grand and chief characteristic of our in¥titutions. Each of these sovereignties
-p,cts directly upon the citizen and demands equally his obedience. The sov\e reignty of the Union is not over the
j,tates or the laws· amd constitutions of
~he States. On the contrary, it is wholly
derived by a grant from the States as the
briginal and primary sovereigns. It is a
~o·v ereignty over the citizen precisely
bommeusurate with that grant. Eve~y
~ttempt to exercise over him a power not
ponferred by the Constitution, is simply
n attempt to interfere with his allegiance
the State, which is a duty not less sol.mn and sacred than his allegiance to the
nion. In the sum total of allegiance
ue from the citizen, the whole "belongs
o the State, except the portion substractd by the terms of the written Constit11ion and transferred by the States to the
nion. The exertion of armed power
y one sovereign to subvert the alleiance of the citizen or subject of anothr, by assuming to itself the sovereign
ower, is identical with an. effort to overbrow such other sovereignty. Invasion
nd conquest are the principles involved

in such an effort, and this is condemned
by the laws of the civilized world. The
invaded sovereign and people have not
only the right, but it is their duty to repelsuch invasion.
This very doctrine that the Federal
Government acts only upon individuals
in the exercise of its enumerated powers, is exactly the opposite of secession
by States. In it lies the strength and
majesty of the Uniou. It exhibits the
Union as supreme in the exercise of ita
granted powers over all the citizens of
this country, ,vhile it admits tbe supromacy of the States in the exercise of all
other powers. It is a doctrine which alone
gives to the judicial arm of the government the power and right to arraign, to
try, ~nd to punish the individual for trea,.
son to its sovereignty, while it clothe•
the government with the thunders and
panoply of war, to put down armed resistance to its just authority.
The Constitution of the United States
recognizes and defines the crime of trea•
son against its sovereignty, and primarily
it consists in "levying war against them.
N othing can more distinctly proclaim the
sovereignty of the Union·to be over individuals, and not over States, or tbe laws
and constitutions of States. Confining
our attention to domestic war against
the United States, the traitor is the party
who levies the war, and the p~rty who
levies the war is the traitor. But treason, like other crimes, is an individual
offence, to be charged by indictment,
tried by jury, and punished according to
the laws of the land. To impuw treason
to a State involves an utter absurdity. .A.
State cannot be indicted and tried for
treason, any more than it can for a ~arceny or a burglary. .A. State cannot be
imprisoned or put to death. It cannot be
subjected to forfeiture or puni1:1bment of
any description, because it is incapable
of the commission of crime. It cannot
forfeit its sovereignty, its constitutipn
and laws. .A. State no more pwes aliegiance to the Union than the Union does
to a State, and neither owes such allegiance. But the citizens of each State
owe part of their allegiance to the Union
and all the residue to the States. Citizens
in greater or in smaller numbers may be
rebels_and traitors, by "levying war,"
but the States, as political societies, cannot. If such, at the present moment, is
not the true relation between the Union
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and the rebellious people of the South, powers the Union has a Judiciary, an
then J efferson Davis is not a traitor to Ai·my and a Navy. Whosoever resists
the government of the United States. their execution is guilty of the offence of
We repeat, States cannot rebel. Nor treason. If resistance assumes the form
can they secede. They are fixed in the of organized war, all engagc<l in it are
Union forever, and can no more forsake guilty of that offence. War may be made
it than a planet can forsake its orbit upon them, they may be wounderl or slain
around the sun. The citizens of a State in battle, even as an armed band of smugcombining in sufficient numbers may gain glers may who forcibly defy the law. Such
possession of the powerA of administration a war may even assume vast proportions,
in a State government and wield those according to tho strength and numbers of
powers against the Union ; but sover- those engaged in resistance ; and queseignty is not lost or destroyed, although tions may spring up during its continuits powers are misdirected. A r:iove- ance to be determined by the rules
reignty may be subjugated by force, but which regulate the conduct of belligerent
it cannot bo a rebel.
nations. Prisoners may be exchanged,
1But, say the advocates of war overleap- and captures on the sea may be coning the bounds of the Constitution, of demned as prizes of war. But the modesolating and exterminating war, "Sia- ment that armed rebellion is suppressed,
very, lJy rebellion, has sinned away us day and the war ended, all such questions
of grace."
e answer neither virtue nor pass away ; constitutions and laws revice, nor social institutions, whether s ume their peaceful sway, and disturbgood or bad, can be guilty of the crime ance no longer exists in the fixed relaof rebellion. They cannot be indicted and tions between the GoTernment and the
tried. Tbey are incapable of personifi- citizen.
Cl'ltion except in the rhapsodies of transStanding on the principles herein ennuceudental politicians and preachers who ciated, on the one hand we hold the
seek to pervert a war to enforce obe- sovereiguty of the Union strictly to its
dience to a fixed Constitution and esta.b- circumscribed powers, while on the otber
libbed laws, iuto a war of aggression and we maintain the allegiance of every citiconqnest; a. war upon ideas, habits and zen of this land to the Constitution and
institutions. Such are the wars which in laws. 011 the same principles we also
all ages have desolatt>d the earth. Cer- maintain that the Union ia a. perRettjal
fainly the ownPr of slaves may be a rebel, and unchangeable relation of the States
and so may a Roman Catholic or a Prt>s- to ea1.:h other and to the national Govbyterian. Su ma,v the sinless Puritan of eniment. If we are right, the Union is
1ilaHsachuset1s. 'fhe dcf<:nce of a priuci- not dissolved, Lut is now composed ,of
pie or au iiu,titution ma,v prompt the ac- tbirty-four States, fixed in their positid1s
tion of tbe iudiddual. But Government, Ly a perpetual Constitution as tue planJts
in the maiuterrnuce of its just authority, are fixed in their orbits by an irre,ersible
dt•ah. with th, indivitlnal a11,J uot with the law of 11ature. lf to-monow every r!l~el
principle, up,11.011 or iw1titution wliich should laJ down !tis arms and return to
unurmleH l111-1 \'omluct. U11doubtedly, Goy- allegiance, the Union would remain ipt
crnwc11li-; wbo,;e 1>1J•l'l'Ci);!.'ll'Y is uulimitrd only perfect in theory, perfect in all its
may e11ad law., wh"ch 1c1ir upon social part,;, hut undisturbed in the exercise of
rdations ar,d m..ral q1ll'Stiom::. But the its co11t;titutional and accustomed fu1c1:-,1n•rl'i~11ty of tLc {.; 11ited States Lat no tions and powers. But as the Uni~n
t-uL11 uttribuk or fuuc1iu11 to be cxl•rcis<:d ca1111ot be perfe::t with less than all tµe
within UH· :,tall~- JI ,w stupemlo11s the States, the $lat.cs would also remain~n
crinw, thcu. of 11.tternptin~ t,, accomplisl.r all tlwir perfection as local suvereignt~s
by the terrrl,lc agl'11cic1:1 of force, of fire with their constitutions and laws uni:itaud swvnl, th,,t which the uatiou ,1 K0ve- pair~d. And there is no power on earih.
reiguty is utterly _powerless to ordiiin by except armed and lawless power, ~to
law I
change the Conslitution and laws 011 a
The rnlation between the Union and sing!e one of these thirty-four Stat.ts.
the States is that of co-ordinate sove- We say the Onion is perpetual becatli,e
reiguties, the former having the right to the States with their just sovereignty and
execute its enumerated powers within the rig·hts are perpetually its mcl.Jlbers, apd
tenitory of the latter. 'l'o execute those there is no Union without the parts Jof
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which it is composed. The assurance of authority of the United States are_insur•
perpetuity is in the unchangeable law of rectionary or revolutionary according t:o
the Constitution, made by the States circumstances. I therefore consider tho.I,,
themselves, in the benefits of Union, in the in view of' the Constitution and laws, the
love which it ought to inspire, and in the Union is unbroken." As Mr. Lincoln then
power of coercion to compel individuals said, so the country believed. Widely as
everywhere to submit to its authority. men differed as to the policy which
When all the citizens who compose the had brought the crisis upon us, and' as to
sovereignty of a State are obedient also the mode of treating it, the sentiment
to tho sovereignty of the Union, when that the Union was indestructible and
their allegiance is rendered to each sov- the Constitution in force, with all its
ereignty according to the constitutional authority and all its limitations, met_with
partition of powers, the State, by a logi- a universal response. As Mr. Lincoln then
cal and constitutional necessity, is in the said, so we have now said, and maintainUnion, and all parts of our noble political ed with all the power of argument and
system work harmoniously together.
illustration at our command.
In opposition to those principles which
Again, less than t,vo months later, on
alone can save the government and pre- the 22d of April, 1861, after the flame of
serve society from theshocksofrevolution, actual war had been kindled, Mr. Seward,
we find the leaders and guides of a great the President's Prime Minister, thus expolitical party disseminating over the land pressed himself in a diplomatic paper :
crude and monstrous theories which ad• " The condition of slavery in the States
mit and proclaim the Union already dis- will remain just the same whether it
solved, and the Constitution already over- (the rebellion) shall succeed or fail.
thrown. Animated by one ruling and all There is not even a pretext for the compervading wish, that of overthrowing the plaint that the disaffected States are to
institutions and sovereignty of the South- be conquered by the United States if the
ern States, they find the doctrine of a revolution fail, for the rights of the States •
fixed and perpetual Union under the limi- and the condition of every human being
tations of the Constitution, a Union such in them will remain subject to exactly
as the fathers of the republic ordained, the same laws and forms of administrastanding directly in their way, and this tion whether the rebellion shall succeed
must therefore be disposed by some new or shall. fail. Tueir constitution, laws,
conception of the crisis into which they customs, habits and institutions, in either
have plunged the couutry. W e pm·pose case, will remain the same. It is hardly
to notice these deformed and misbegotten necessary to add to this incontestable
theories. But first let us recall what but statement the further fact, that the new
recently seemed to be the opinion of the President, as well as the citizens through
whole country concerning the rebellion whose suffrage he has come into the adand the duties of the situation.
ministration, bas always repudiated alJ deOn the 4th of March, 1861, Abraham signs, whatever and wherever imputed to
Lincoln wa,s inaugurated President of him, of disturbing the system of slavery as
the United States. 'l'be people of six it is existing under the constitution and
states had then passed ordinances of se- laws. The case would, however, not be
cession, and had organized the Southern fully presented if I w~re to omit to say
Confederacy. On that imposing occasion that any such efforts on his part would
Mr. Lincoln, after taking a solemn oath be unconstitutional.''
·
"to protect aud defend the Constitution/'
Such were the sentiments of the Presiin the course of his inaugural address dent, as enunciated in his name and by
said " If the destruction of the Union by his authority, and such we are told wer'e
.all or a part only of ihe States be la,wful- the views of '' the citizens" by whose
ly possible, the Union is less perfect than suffrage he had been elevated to power.
before the Constitution, having lost its Since then how fearful and how rapid has
vitul element of perpetuity. I t follows been the descent- into the abyss of revo- •
from these views that no State, upon its lution and crime.
own mere motion can lawfoJly get out of Aud again, two months later, on the 22d
the Union; that laws and ordinances to of July, 1861, when eleven States bad
that effect are equally void, and that acts seceded from the Union, when we stood in
of violence within any State against the the midst of the terrible realities of wa1·,
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the Congress 0£ the United States, in order and on the 1st January,_ 1863, his final
to arouse and confirm the loyalty of the thunderbolt of emancipation, a great body
people in all sections of the country, and of his ,:,upporters failed to se@ the vast
to repel all charges that the war was to be and revolutionary scope of that edict.
prosecuted for any unconstitutional and Many were unconscious themselves of a
revolutionary purpose, unanimously resolv- purpose to overthrow the constitlltions
ed, "'l'hat this war is not waged in any and laws ofeleven States of the Union. The
spirit of aggression, or for any purpose of meaning of the edi:ct was sufficiently plain
conquest or subjugation, Qr purpose of over- because, by its very terms, it declared tbe
throwing or interfering in the rights or esta- slaves to be '' forever free," and -pledged
blished institutions 0£ the States, but to the armies and navies of the Union to
defend and maintain the supremacy of the "maintain that freedom." But as this
Constitution, and to preserve the Union political decree could not have its literal
with all the dignity, equality and rights of effect without overthrowing the constituthe several States unimpaired, and th_a t as tion and subverting the fundamental prinsoon as those are· objects accomplished the ciples on which the Union is based, timid
war ought to cease."
and halting Republicans interpreted it as a
Such then were the issues and purposes mere order of a. military commander inviting
of the ·war as proclaimed by the President slaves to join the invading forces, but
and the Congress of the United·States. totally powerless to change the constitution
It was to be a war to m'lintain a Union and laws of States; and therefore powerless
unbroken by ordinances of secession, nn- to affect the legal status or condition of any
broken even by the aqtual presence of re~ hum.au being. This wa.s in substance denybellion and war, a war to maintain an ex- ing to it any effect whatever, except as an
isting and perpetual Union of equal illusive and deceptive invitation to slaves
States by tbe suppression of armed re- to abandon their masters. But with this
sistance to its authority. Let us mark the false and erroneous interpretation of the
shameful contrast. Now, in the same Re- Presidential manifesto, it received the plan·
presentative hall from which the foregoing dits of a united party. The hesitating Sewresolution waa sent forth to arouse the ard, who had denied even the possibility of
pat1·iotism of the people, au llllBexed such an invasion of the sovereignty and con•
woman proclaims a new purpose of war, stitutional rights of States, approved 'it as
to wit, the overthrow of States and Con- a "war measure," while the exultant Chase
stitutions by conquest-proclaims_ a new gra.sped its literal, its terrible import.
Union founded on the emotions of passion
The false interpretation of this impeand hate, of love for the negro and hatred rial decree has been removed by its au.
for the whites- a Union unknown to the thor. The President in his message and
political system of this country; and this '' amnesty" proclamation of December,
is done with the P resident of the United 1863, has plainly announced to the world
States sitting on her right band, Vice-Pre- bis purpose of contin'u ing this devastating
sident on her left; and the Speaker in the and exhausting war, not merely until rechair ! A responsive echo to this passion- sistance to the laws of the Union bas
ate fema.le voice is found in the pub- ceased,but until the laws and constitutions
lie declaration of Mr. Chase, a cabinet mi- of the States maintaining the institunister, and perhaps the greatest of the tion of slaver7 shall be changed by the
leaders of Republican opinion, who tells us compulsion o arms. And those who ap" the Nation is to be born again," This is proved the _proclamation of emancipation
the very language of the D antons, the under a frivolous interpretation which
Mara.ts and the Robespierres of the French deprived it of all legal significance are
Revolution. It is the language of revolu- now understood to have surrendered their
tion and anarchy in all ages and countries. transient scruples, and to yield to it
That the sudden and violent enfranchise- their support without that or any
ment of the four millions of slaves in the other reservation. We state what we supSouthern States has now become the leading pose to be now an admitted fact when we
principle and animatin~ purpose of the war say,that nowhere in all the councils of the reas carried on by the National Administi-a- publican party is there a single voice raised
tion, ,ve suppose, is no !anger a disputed in favor of the Union of the States without
proposition. When the President, in Sep- emancipation, and with the equality and
tember, 18621 launched his preliminary, rights to which the Constitution entitles
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them. We know that the words" Union
and the Constitution" have not wholly
passed from nse. But they mean simply
unity and consolidation under the pressure of power to be enforced by a desolating and e>..."termioating war, and not the
union of co-equal sovereignties ordained
by the Constitution.
It is, however, a conclusion plain even
to passionate fanatics and heated partisans that the Constitution does not justify
the proposed invasion of equal States and
the intended destruction of their institutioos. Every mind must a-sscnt to the
doctrine that if we proceed according to
the Constitution, it must not be transcended, and that simple obedience to its
authority is the object and the limit of
war. Bot the pnri>ose to use the military
power of the nation, in order to overthrow all the laws and constitutions of
States by which slavery is maio~ined,
has diffused itself throughout a great
political party, and this purpose must find
some doctrinal justification or be abandon ed.· Out of this necessity various
the9ries have a.risen to justify a war of
invasion and conquest outside of the Constieution.
The first of these theories is the illogical and illsbapen conception of Mr. Sumner. Accol'ding to his view of the politic~l situation, an abolition war is justified upon the doctrine that State sovereignty was lost, and the Southern States
themselves extinguished by their ordinances of secession and their resistance
to constitutional authority. This being
assumed, it is then asserted that the
State.s, in a sense both geographical and
political, have become mere provinces or
tenitories of the Union, arid as such may
be governed absolutely. From the right
to govern absolutely, necessarily flow's
t he right to annul all local laws and overturn all local institutions.
To these conclusions, we oppose the selfevident proposition that a State or sovereignty 9aunot commit suicide. A political State is composed of its people, their
laws and constitution of government, and
perpetual succession and sovereignty are
its necessary attl'ibutes. It may be invaded and conquered by lawless power,
but it cannot cease to ex.ist by the force
of a legal or logical proposition. The
very conception of forfeiture implies that
t he whole of sovereignty with its infinite
mass of power is held of some superio1·

sovereign, and this is a contradiction in
terms. That which has a superior cannot
be a sovereign. The separate sovereignties of the Union and of the States have
been elucidated in those l?ages. As we
have shown each is exercised upon different questions or subjects with a constitutional aim of partition between them,
and each is perpetual, if the Constitution
is perpetual. But from the very nature
of the system, if all the States should
withdraw from the compact the sovereigoty of the Union would be lost. But
the Union cannot withdraw the sovereignty of the States or of any of them.
It can enforce obedience to its constitutional authority, but there its rightful
powers end.
Equally false and illogical is the Sumner
theory in another aspect. 'rbe States
which formed the U oion were certainly
never territories of the Union. The
Union sprung from the States and not the
States from the Union. As pre-existing
soverei~nties their soil never belon&ed to
the U moo. By inevitable logic, if the
separation of States is possible, they return to their original situation, with all
the attributes of perfect and separate soverei~nty. The separation of a State, if
possible, is simply a revocation of the
enume1·ated powers granted to the Union.
So far it impairs the sovereignty of the
latter and reannexes to the State the portion which had been granted awa7. Jefferson Davis says this separation 1s possible, aud so says Mr. Snmner. We hold
them both to be wrong, and that ordinances of secession are void and inoperative to all intents and purposes whatever.
If they are not void, then Mr. Davis is
right as to all the consequences and result s which flow from the separation.
Then the seceded States are in the rightful possession of a perfect soverei~nty,
and. Mr. Sumner proposes a war of mvasion and conquest, for which there is not
only no warrant in the Constitution, but
which is condemned by the rules of
Christianity and the law of the civilized
world.
Opposed to the Sumner theory of State
suicide, but equally false, is another, probably of still wider influence. One of
its most prominent advocates is Mr. Stevens, "The Chancellor of the Exchequer''
in the House of R epresentatives, whose
speech is before us as we write. Like
Mr. Sumner, he declares the sececliog
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States to be out of the Union, but with Union for the purpose of confiscation and
infinitely better logic, instead of remand- punishment for treason to its authority?
ing them to a territorial and prnvin- Such an absurdity needs no refutation.
'cial condition, he holds them to be If the doctrine is right in its first and
foreign powers, and tbat the war against fundamental proposition, that tl1e secedthe "Uonfederate States" is a war against ing States are a foreign power, then this
a foreign nation. He, too, like Sumner, war is without cause and cannot be rig~tis an Abolitionist; and, upon this doc- fully prosecuted a moment longer. We
trine, he reUeves himself from the re- have no cause of war with the South as
straint& of the Constitution. He says : a foreign nation; and, in the name of out" ' The Union as it was and the Oonsti- raged humanity and Christian civilizatution as it is,' is an atrocious idea;" tiou, let it come to au end. If there be a
and thus throwing off all constitutional settled maxim in the law of the modern
restraints, those who darken their intelli- world, it is, that the independence of na- .
gence and delude their consciences by tioos ought to be respected, and that
this doctrine, write "emancipation" on no social or moral theories can justify an
their banners, and march their invading invasion of their sovereignty or soil.
hosts against the sovereignty, institu- Christian Europe has for ages not. only
tions, and laws of a foreign })Ower. By tolerated but maintained the polygamous
a singular incongrni.ty of logic and Empire of Turkey. This great principle
of thought, these theorists, after conquer- lies at the very foundation of the peace of
ing and subduing the Southern States as the world. More than any thin~ else, it
a foreign power, propose to punish the distinguishes modern civilization from the
ci.tweus of those States as domestic trai.- intolerance and barbarism of other times.
tors. Confiscation, widespread and unive1·- "Death or the Koran" was the battle-cry
sal, desolation and destruction, are the of the Mohammedan hosts, as they swept
concomitants of this humane and eolight- over the nations to disseminate tbe reliened policy I
gion of their prophet. "Death or AboN ow! the ~ran!;lparent vice of'. this Ii.ti.on" is now the m<?tto of a g reat J?Olititbeory 1s, that 1t accepts the secession of cal party and the·Ori.fiamme borne at the
States not only as a fact, but as a fixed head of our invading armies.
But the President of the United States
conclusion of public law. To this conolnsi.on, also, we oppose the doctrine of has also a doctrine and a policy of his
the perpetuity of the Union and the i.r- own, which are exhibited in bis latest
revocable compact of the Constitution. message to Congress, and in the contemAs Mr. Lincoln said, in 1861, as all loyal poraneous so-called "Amnesty Proclama•
men then said so we say now : the U nion ti.on." Unable to withdraw himself from
is legally and constitutionally unbroken, the fearful and r evolutionary pledge con•
and the only mission of out· army is to tained in his Proclamation of Emancipavindicate its just authority, and that mis- tion, and rejecting the interpretation
sion, we say Lere, should be attended by which falsified its meaning, be has inthe mightier agencies of conciliation aod vented a grotesque and novel theory to
kindoess.
·
r elieve himself from the inconvenience
Words need not be wasted on a doc- of the Constitution which he· swore to
trine which groclaims the Uni.on already maintain in peace and in war. Accorddissolved. If Mr. Thaddeus Stevens rs ingly be has found in the p·ardoning fu11cright, so, we repeat, Jefferson Davis is tion of bis office a power to overthrow
right; for they both agree in the essential tbe constitutions of eleven States of the
proposition that the seceding States are a Union. By an inversion of logic of
foreign power. Bl1t, in imputing t o them thought and sentiment which would be
that character, it is necessarily implied astonishing were it not so comm.on, the
that they are rightfully independent of all attribute of pardoning mercy which the
other powers on the earth. What can be Constitution has bestowed on the chief
more absurd in logic or atrocious in magistrate of the Union is converted ilito
morals than a doctrine which assigns to a power which the whole government of
the Southern States a place outside of the the United States does not possess, and
Union for the purpose of carrying on a into a terrible engine of oppr'ession and
war against them outside of the Cons titu- wrong.
tion, yet instantly returns them to the
Stripped of all use1ess and circumlocn•
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tory forms of expression, this latest mani- ty, their constitutions, and laws. How,
festation of the President's views and then, can the President overthrow that
policy may be stated in the following se- sovereignty and expunge those corn,tiquence : 1st. All persons who have been tutions and laws by the punishment 01· the
eniaged in the present Rebellion ar" pardon of individuals, 9r by any power
gwlty of treason. 2d. The President known to the Constitution? The very
has, under the Constitution, the pardon- conception of punishment or pardon iming power. 3. He will graciously pardon plies that the persons who are subjects of
the greater number of those persons pro- either of these dispensations owe allegivided they will support his Proclamation ance to the Union. 13ut that is impossiof Emancipation and all other proclama,. ble, unless they are citizens of a State
tions, r.ast or future, relating to slavery, which is a n;i.em~er of the Union.
But again, the President's amnesty is
and will take an oath to that effect. 4th.
He will recognize new State governments conditioneg. on the emancipation of slaves,
without the institution of slavery, which and an oath to observe and obey all his
governments are to be created and organ- proclamations on that subject. Now, a
ized by the suffrages of one-tenth of the conditional pardon or amnesty is a pun,.
voters in the States who take such oath. ishment for the supposed crime. .A reNecessarily the existinf constitutions, mission of a sentence of death, on a
laws, and sovereignty o the States are condition of perpetual imprisonment, is
annulled and destroyed. 5. The other simply a punishment for the offense by a
nine-tenths of the people refusing to take perpetual imprisonment. But neither the
the oath are outlawed, even if they.were President nor Congress bas any power to
never rebels, or if, having been rebels, punish. They can only make war against
they are willing to lay down their arms armed insurrection or treason. The
and submit to the Constitution and laws power to punish, by a sacred provision
of the United States.
beg to be un- of the Constitution, belongs to the judiciderstood as stating in this sequence, with ary alone, which must proceed by indictentire and absolute accuracy, the policy ment and trial. But without indictment,
of Mr. Lincoln as announced to the coun- trial, or sentence, the President proposes,
try in his last message and proclama- by his conditional pardon or amnesty, to
punish by a universal confiscation of protion.
Now if this policy, like that of Thad- perty. The alternatives are outlawry
deus Stevens, regards the seceded States and exile, or death. Submission to the
as foreign powers; or if, like that of Mr. laws simply and purely he refuses to acSumner, it considers them extinguished cept. Submission to the laws is submisand degraded to mere Territori,,es, then sion to all the chances of indictment and
besides the fatal objections already con- trial according to law. The President
sidered, it is liable to the further and demands, not this submission, but withequally fatal one, that the President has out trial he exacts a p1mishment which
no shadow of authority to recognize or can be inflicted only after a trial and conadmit new States into the Union. If he viction in the courts. We repeat, a concan do this, then by the power of arms ditional pardon is a punishment precisely
and a presidential edict Cuba can be an- commensurate with the condition imnexed. If he can do this, then he may posed.
admit the Territory of Nevada as a State
This punishment, we add, is universal.
with such a constitution as he chooses to Millions of people rebel, and millions are
dictate. These assumptions need no fur- to be punished. Such an atrocious and
vindictive assertion of soyereignty was
ther refutation.
But the President probably regards the never before heard of, or even conceived,
Union as unbroken, as stated in his in- in the history of the whole world. A
augural address, and all the States as held large number of the people of England
in Territories by the perpetual bond of engaged in the rebellion of Monmouth
the Constitution. Such is our doctrine. against the throne and sovereignty of
. But by inexorable logic it follpws that J runes the Second. Some three hundred
acts of secession and war are the treas- of them were punished, not by the king,
onable act~ of the individuals engaged in but tried and condemned according to
them; and the States being in the Union law. "The bloody assizes," and the
are necessarily there with their sovereign- name of Judge J eftHes, have received the
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execrations of mankind. Mr. Lincoln, Navy, and he may execute t~ laws of
without the attributes of a judge, hurls the Union. But he is not the sovereign
the penalty of confiscation a~ainst a mil- of this country, nor can he establish such
lion of offenders. But infinitely worse, a tyranny in any portion of it until conhe punishes the innocent with the guilty. stitutional liberty is crushed beneath the
The impressed soldier and voluntary iron heel of military power.
rebel fall equallr under his condemnation.
This one-tenth of the voting populaWomen and m1nors, non-combatants and tion composed of repentant and pardoned
- unionists, equally with the open traitor, rebels, of camp followers and parasites of
. .are assumed to need a pardon which mer- power, sustained by the soldiers and baycifully spares their lives on condition of onets of the United States, is not only to
submittmg to a different form of punish- wield the sovereignties of eleTen States,
ment.
·
but the•same minorities will bring these
But the crowning feature of this extra- sovereignties into the Government of the
ordinary policy is its assertion of author- Union. Each spurious State will be ~nity, not merely to overthrow State gov- titled to two senators in Congress, and
ernments, but to re-create them by the the number of its representatives in the
vote of one-tenth of the people who by other house will be undiminished by t he
the pressure of arms may be willing to exclusion from civil rights of the proaccept the proffered amnesty. These new scribed nine-tenths of the .people.
governments are to be " recognized," and
Now, one-tenth of the white population
necessarily the power of the Union is of the seceded States amounts to but little
pledged to sustain them against the other over half a million of souls. Their reprenine-tenths of the people who may adhete sentation in the Senate of the United
to their existing constitutions and laws. States will equal that of eleven loyal
Of this nine-tenths, all who have been States having a population of more
r ebels may be willing to lay down their than sixteen millions; and in the other •
arms and submit to the authority of the branch of the National Legislature it will
Union, claiming only the rights to which equal that of States which number over,
they are entitled under the laws of their eight millions. Such is to be the GovernStates. Yet unless they are willing also ment of this Union under the administrato accept the pardon of the President tion of .Abraham Lincoln. Let us conwith its punitiv~ conditions, they are ex- ceive a President of the United States
cluded from citizenship and subjected to chosen by electoral votes counted in the
the politiCf-1 domination of the remaining Capitol at Washington on the appointed
one-tenth, and this relation between the day and based on eleven State sovereignmajority and the minority is to be main- ties thus "recognized" and created. The
tained· by the military power of tho na- Union would be shaken from center to .
tion. In the result the pardoned traitors circnmference. I t needs no prophetic eye
/ in all the rebellious States amounting to to foresee that the days of such a Governone-tenth of the voting population may ment must be speedily number(\d.
We have done with the policy of Mr.
wield all the powers of sovereio-nty over
more than equal numbers of subject and Lincoln. We have done also with the
enslaved people who, having never been other wild and fantastic theories which
disloyal, decline to accept a vindictive have been invented to drug the intellect
"pardon for their loyalty. In this manner and appease the consciences of men
Mr. Lincoln and his Generals are now whose overmastering wish is to escape
proceeding to organize new civil gov- plain constitutional restraints and duties
ernments in the Southern States. If so that the spirit of intolerance and the
the powers thus assumed by him were lust of conquest may have free scope to
known to the Constitution, their execu- accomplish. their unholy purposes. We
tion would nevertheless be a Il}Onstrous have, as we persuade ourselves, presentand gigant.io wrong. But in the consum- ed the undeniable tr:1ths of our political
mation of such a scheme the Constitution system-truths which impo1>e upon every
itself must be trampled under foot. The citizen io every station not only the re•
President has no power tp admit or " rec- straints of the fundamental law, but the
ognize" States, or to oi;ganize or reor- veryhlghest corresponding mora.l obligaganize civil governments in them. He tions ; and we ~ave dissected and examis commander-in-chief of the Army and ined all the false conceptions and ideas
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of the situation, which having assumed a reckless of every social and constitutional
tangible form, and having responsible obligation. To all these, add the nnmberauthors, seemed to cha.Ilenge discussion. less throng of official dependents aud exThere may be other illusions floating 'in pectants, of mercenaries and parasites, :ind
minds incapable of rational deduction or we have a great political party whose
consecutive thought. These can be dis- brief but disastrous dommation has
pelled only by the stern logic of events brought and is bringing upon the country greater calamities than would the
which are thickening around us.
In the mean time, a powerful political visitation of God in the forms of pestiorganization is sweeping on in its work lence and famine.
of destruction. One class of revolution· . Let us not despair. The time for the
ists adopts t he theory of State suicide and great yet peaceful uprising of the people
the degradation of States to t erritorial is approaching. There are millions of
and provincial subjection. Anot her loyal and Christian hearts which are not
maintains that the States bound to the in a war of aggression, conquest, and revUnion by a perpetual constitution, have olution, which are not in a war whose
passed into the condition of foreign pow- duration is interminable, because it necesers, and are to be· conquered and sub- sarily awakens the fiercest passions of hudued as such in opposition to the laws of man nature, and arouses a resistance to be
the civilized and Christian world. Others, maintained by the tremendous energies
like the President, find in the pardoning of despair. There are millions of hearts
power, mercifully bestowed on the na- which si~h for the peace and repose of a
tional executive, an authority to inflict uni- constitut10nal government; and there is
versal punishment without trial, to over- an all-per\1ading intelligence which is able
turn States and re-create them by the ter- to comprehend the crisis and the obligarible instrumentalities of war and desola,.. tions it imposes. Reason will resume
tion. Thousands seem to be profoundly her throne, and conscience will assert her
ignorant of all political institutions a'nd re- imperial sway over the wills and the constraints, while numbers equally great are duct of men. I
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